
 
 

Defenders of Democracy Against Disinformation 
FOX-NEWS-FREE TV FACTS 

 
FACT: IT’S LIKELY YOU ARE UNKNOWINGLY FUNDING FOX “NEWS” 

 
● Fox News is NOT NEWS!  Over the last 25 years, with the exception of information provided by a 

dwindling number of legitimate journalists, Fox News has become a prime source of lies, 
propaganda and conspiracy theories on the critical issues of elections, white nationalism, climate 
change, the COVID-19 pandemic and vaccines to name just a few..   

● Current Fox News propaganda regarding COVID 19 vaccines is leading to unnecessary deaths in 
addition to the staggering personal and financial costs to individuals, families, businesses, and 
health professionals. Fox News lies have misled its viewers into perceiving a public health crisis is a 
political issue, impairing our country’s recovery from the pandemic.  

● Fox News makes about two-thirds of its revenue from TV subscription fees (not advertising) that 
are disproportionately larger than its audience size.  If you get any cable news in your cable or 
streaming package*, you are almost undoubtedly also getting Fox News and contributing 
approximately $24/year on average to Fox News in individual subscription fees. 

 
The most impactful personal action you can take to counter Fox News lies is to change to Fox-News-
Free TV and deprive the channel of the fees you are currently contributing to its revenue. Multiply that 
action over thousands of subscribers and Fox News’ normalization and revenue both take hits. 
 
*Yes, streaming packages such as YouTube TV and Hulu + Live TV include Fox News 

 

TAKE ACTION: SUBSCRIBE TO FOX-NEWS-FREE TV 
 
1.  Options follow for a general TV package that includes news, but not Fox News. If you make the change, 

map it! 
 

● Do you access TV by internet streaming?  Check out two Fox-News-Free TV streaming options:  
Sling Orange and Philo. 

● Do you live in an area served by Spectrum internet? (Check here.) If so, you can subscribe to 
Spectrum “ TV Choice”.  Check out this helpful Roadmap. 

● Do you live in an area served by Verizon FIOS? (Check here.) If so, you can subscribe to Verizon 
FIOS “Mix and Match 2.0/Your FIOS TV”.  Check out this useful Roadmap. 

● Do you want to try to simply get broadcast channels by antenna (and add streaming for 
entertainment, sports, and so on)? Here’s how an antenna would work for you. 
 

If your answers to the questions above are all “no,” there’s no Fox-News-Free TV for you right now, but you 
can still take action: 
 
2.  If you haven’t already, sign onto UnFoxMyCableBox website. 
3.  Share this information with friends and family.  Send this fact/action sheet to a friend or relative who 
may be able to subscribe to Fox-News-Free TV. 
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